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BENITO PÉREZ GALDÓS

� e Novel on the Tram

I

� e tram was setting o�  from one end of the Salamanca neighbourhood 
and heading across Madrid in the direction of Pozas. Gripped by the 
sel� sh desire to get a seat before all the other   passengers –  who, naturally, 
had precisely the same   intention –  I grabbed the handrail of the stairs 
leading to the upper deck, placed one foot on the platform and climbed 
aboard, but at that very   instant –  I should have seen it coming! –  I collided 
with another traveller entering from the other side. When I looked at 
him, I saw that he was my friend, Señor Dionisio Cascajares de la Vallina, 
a sensible, ino� ensive fellow, who, on the occasion in question, was kind 
enough to greet me with an enthusiastic, heartfelt handshake. 

Our unexpected collision had no major consequences, if you discount 
a slight dent in� icted on the straw hat perched on the head of an 
 Englishwoman who was attempting to board the tram behind my friend 
and who, doubtless due to a lack of agility on her part, received a blow to 
her bonnet from his walking stick.

We sat down and, dismissing the incident as unimportant, started 
chatting.

Benito Pérez Galdós (1843–  1920) is considered to be Spain’s greatest   nineteenth-  century novelist, 
on a par with Dickens and Balzac. Born in the Canary Islands, he moved to Madrid when he was 
nineteen and spent most of his adult life there. He wrote novels, plays and stories, his masterpiece 
being Fortunata y Jacinta. Although his work is usually described as Realist, there is often an 
element of the fantastic in his writing (as in this story), and this was perhaps what attracted the  
 � lm-  maker Luis Buñuel, who based three of his � lms on Galdós novels: Viridiana, Nazarín and 
Tristana.
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Señor Dionisio Cascajares de la Vallina is a celebrated   doctor –  although 
his fame does not rest on his deep knowledge of   pathology –  and a thor-
oughly decent man, of whom no one has ever said that he was likely to 
steal other people’s property or kill a fellow human being other than in 
the pursuit of his dangerous and scienti� c profession. It is true that the 
trust he inspires in a multitude of families from all strata of society has 
much to do with his pleasant manner and his indulgent way of giving his 
patients only the treatment they want, but it is also a   well-  known fact 
that, in his bounty, he provides other services too, always of a rigorously 
honest nature, but which have nothing to do with science.

He knows more interesting things about people’s private lives than 
anyone else, and is an obsessive asker of questions, although he makes up 
for the vice of   over-  inquisitiveness by his equal readiness to tell you every-
thing he knows about other people without your even having to ask. You 
can imagine, then, how eagerly the curious and the   loose-  tongued seek 
out the company of this � ne example of human indiscretion.

� is gentleman and   friend –  well, he’s a friend to   everyone –  was the person 
sitting next to me as the tram slid smoothly over the rails down Calle de 
Serrano, stopping now and then to � ll up the few remaining empty seats. 
Indeed, we were soon so crammed together that I was hard put to know what 
to do with the parcel of books I had with me, and which I placed � rst on one 
knee and then on the other. In the end, fearing that I might be bothering the 
English lady sitting to my left, I decided to perch on top of it.

II

‘And where are you o�  to?’ Cascajares asked, peering at me over his blue 
spectacles, which made me feel as if I were being scrutinized by two pairs 
of eyes.

I gave a somewhat evasive response, and he, doubtless not wishing to 
miss the opportunity of gleaning some useful snippet of information, 
asked further questions, along the lines of ‘And what’s   So-  and-  so up to 
these days? And where’s   So-  and-  so living?’ and other similar enquiries, 
none of which received very fulsome replies.
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Finding each attempt at conversation blocked, he � nally set o�  along 
the path best suited to his expansive temperament and began to blab.

‘Poor Countess!’ he said, shaking his head and adopting an expression 
of sel� ess compassion. ‘If she had followed my advice, she wouldn’t be in 
the appalling situation in which she � nds herself now.’

‘No, of course,’ I replied mechanically, thus paying the Countess my 
own brief tribute of compassion.

‘You see,’ he went on, ‘she has allowed herself to become completely 
dominated by that man, and he’ll be master of the house one day. � e 
poor thing thinks she can solve everything by weeping and wailing, but 
it’s not true. She should act now, because the man’s an   out-  and-  out 
bounder and, I believe, capable of the most heinous of crimes.’

‘Oh, yes, awful,’ I said, unthinkingly sharing in his imaginings.
‘It’s the same with all men of evil instincts and low social status when 

they rise a little in the world. � ey become utterly insu� erable. One look 
at his face will tell you that no good will come of him.’

‘Absolutely. It stands out a mile.’
‘Let me explain the situation to you brie� y. � e Countess is an excellent 

woman, angelic, as discreet as she is beautiful, and she really does deserve 
better luck. However, she is married to a man who does not appreciate 
what a treasure he has and who devotes his life to gambling and all man-
ner of other illicit pastimes. She, meanwhile, grows bored and weeps. Is 
it any surprise, then, that she should try to mask her sorrow by seeking 
honest entertainment elsewhere, wherever there’s a piano? Indeed, I myself 
have told her as much. “Countess,” I said, “life is too short, you need some 
diversion. In the end, the Count will repent of his folly, and your sorrows 
will be at an end.” And I think I’m right.’

‘Oh, I’m sure you are!’ I said o�  ciously, although I was as indi� erent 
to the Countess’s misfortunes then as I had been at the beginning.

‘� at’s not the worst of it, though,’ added Cascajares, striking the � oor 
with his walking stick. ‘Now the Count has got it into his head to be 
jealous, yes, of a certain young man who has undertaken to “amuse” the 
Countess.’

‘It will be the envious husband’s fault if he succeeds.’
‘Now given that the Countess is virtue personi� ed, none of this would 
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matter, no, none of this would matter if there were not a dastardly fellow 
involved, who, I suspect, will bring disaster down upon the household.’

‘Really? And who is this fellow?’ I asked, my curiosity piqued.
‘A former butler, of whom the Count is very fond, and who has set out 

to make that poor unhappy, sensitive lady su� er. It seems he is in posses-
sion of a compromising secret and with that weapon intends to . . . well, 
I don’t know quite what exactly. It’s disgraceful!’

‘It certainly is, and he deserves to be made an example of,’ I said, join-
ing him in unleashing my fury on the man.

‘But she is innocent, she is an angel. Oh, but here we are at Cibeles 
already, yes, there’s the Parque de Buenavista on the right. Stop the tram 
will you, my boy. I’m not one of those men who likes to jump o�  while 
the tram is moving and risk cracking my skull open on the paving stones. 
Goodbye, my friend, goodbye.’

� e tram stopped and Señor Dionisio Cascajares de la Vallina got o� , 
having once more shaken my hand and caused a second dent in the Eng-
lish lady’s hat, had not yet recovered from the � rst assault.

III

I remained on the tram, and, the odd thing is, I continued to think about 
that unknown Countess, about her cruel, suspicious consort and, above 
all, about the sinister man who, to use the doctor’s colourful turn of 
phrase, was about to bring disaster down upon the household. Consider, 
dear reader, the nature of the human mind: when Cascajares began telling 
me about those events, I found it irrelevant and boring, but it took scarcely 
a moment for my imagination to take up that same a� air and turn it over 
and over in my mind, a psychological operation doubtless stimulated by 
the regular motion of the tram and the dull, monotonous sound of its 
wheels, grinding away at the iron rails.

In the end, though, I stopped thinking about what, in fact, held little 
real interest for me and, looking around the carriage, I began examining 
my fellow passengers carefully, one by one. Such di� erent faces and such 
diverse expressions! Some seemed quite indi� erent to those sitting next 
to them, while others reviewed the assembled crowd with impertinent 
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curiosity; some were happy, others sad, one man was yawning, and another 
fellow further o�  was laughing; and, despite the brevity of the journey, 
not a few were impatient for it to end, for there is nothing more annoying 
than being in the company of a dozen or so people all gazing at each other 
in silence and counting each other’s wrinkles and moles and any other 
imperfections on face or clothing.

It’s strange, that brief meeting with people we have never seen before and 
whom we will probably never see again. When we get on the tram, there is 
usually someone else already there; others get on afterwards; some get o� , 
leaving us alone and then, � nally, we get o�  too. It’s an image of human life, 
in which being born and dying are like those entrances and exits I’ve 
described, and which, as the generations of travellers come and go, are con-
stantly renewing the small world of the tram. � ey enter and leave, they are 
born and die. How many have been here before us! How many will come 
afterwards!

And, to make the resemblance more complete, a tram contains a mini-
ature world of passions. We judge many of those we see there to be 
excellent people, we like their looks and are even saddened when they 
leave. � en there are others who, on the contrary, we loathe on sight: we 
hate them for ten minutes, rather rancorously examine their phrenological 
character and feel real pleasure when they leave. And, meanwhile, the 
tram, that imitation of human life, keeps moving, constantly receiving 
and letting go, uniform, tireless, majestic, indi� erent to what is going on 
inside, entirely unstirred by the barely repressed emotions of that dumb-
show, always travelling along those two endless parallel lines, as long and 
slippery as the centuries.

IV

I remained immersed in this ocean of unsettling thoughts as the tram 
continued up Calle de Alcalá, until I was snatched from them by the 
sound of my parcel of books hitting the � oor. I immediately picked the 
parcel up, and my eyes fell on the piece of newspaper that served as a 
wrapping for the books and so I idly read a line or two of print. My curi-
osity was immediately aroused. Certain names scattered over that scrap 
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of newsprint caught both my eye and my memory. I searched for the 
beginning of the article, but could not � nd it. � e paper was torn and, 
initially out of mere curiosity and subsequently with growing fascination, 
this is what I read:

� e Countess was in a state of indescribable agitation. She was continu-
ally troubled by the presence of Mudarra, the insolent butler, who, 
forgetting his lowly origins, had dared to set his sights on her, a creature 
so far above him. � e villain was constantly spying on her, watching 
her as one might watch one’s prey. He was unconstrained by respect, 
and neither the sensibility nor the delicacy of that excellent lady proved 
an obstacle to his ignoble stalking of her.

Mudarra entered the Countess’s bedroom late one night, and she, 
pale and agitated, and � lled at once by shame and terror, lacked the 
courage to dismiss him.

‘Do not be afraid, Countess,’ he said with a forced, sinister smile 
that only increased the lady’s anxiety. ‘I have not come to harm you in 
any way.’

‘Oh, dear God, when will this torment cease?’ cried the Countess, 
letting one arm droop by her side in despair. ‘Leave my room this 
instant, I cannot give in to your desires. How shameful to abuse both 
my weakness and the indi� erence of my husband, who is the sole author 
of my many misfortunes.’

‘Why so upset, Countess?’ asked the fearsome butler. ‘If I did not 
hold the key to your perdition in my hand, if I could not divulge to the 
Count details regarding a certain young gentleman . . . but I will not 
make use of those terrible weapons. One day, you will understand when 
you see how sel� ess is the love I feel for you.’

When he said this, Mudarra took a few steps towards the Countess, 
who drew back from the monster in horror and repugnance.

Mudarra was a man of about � fty, dark, squat and   bow-  legged, 
with a bristling brush of wiry hair, a large mouth and prominent eye-
teeth. His eyes,   half-  hidden beneath his beetling black brows, were 
� lled at that moment by the most bestial and urgent feelings of 
concupiscence.
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‘Ah, such coldness!’ he exclaimed angrily, when he saw the lady’s 
understandable indi� erence. ‘If only I were a certain impeccably   turned- 
 out young man! Why so fastidious when you know I could easily tell 
the Count . . . And he would believe me, you can be sure of that; the 
Count has such con� dence in me that anything I tell him he takes to 
be the Gospel truth. And, given how jealous he is, if I were to give him 
that little piece of paper . . .’

‘You villain!’ cried the Countess in a � t of noble indignation. ‘I am 
innocent, and my husband would never give ear to such vile calumnies. 
And, even if I were guilty, rather than buy my peace of mind at such a 
price, I would prefer a thousand times over to be despised by my hus-
band and by everyone else. Get out of here this minute.’

‘I have a temper too, Countess,’ said the butler, swallowing his rage, 
‘yes, I, too, have a temper, and when thwarted . . . But since you’re being 
so unpleasant, let’s continue in that vein. I know what I have to do now. 
I have been far too indulgent for far too long. For the last time, I ask that 
we be friends. Don’t force me to do something foolish, Countess . . .’

As he said this, Mudarra arranged his   parchment-  yellow skin and 
the sti�  tendons of his face into something resembling a smile and 
advanced a few steps as if about to sit down on the sofa next to the 
Countess. She leapt to her feet, crying:

‘Get out of here, you scoundrel! You know perfectly well I have no 
one to defend me! Get out of here!’

� e butler was like a wild beast who has let slip the prey he had held 
for a moment in his claws. He snorted, made a threatening gesture and 
then, very slowly and quietly, left the room. � e Countess, trembling 
and breathless, cowering in a corner, listened as his footsteps gradually 
moved o� , the sound mu�  ed by the rugs in the next room. When she 
thought he had gone, she could � nally breathe more easily. She locked 
all the doors and tried to sleep, but sleep eluded her, her eyes still � lled 
by the terrifying image of the monster.

Chapter XI. � e   plot –  When Mudarra left the Countess, he went 
straight to his own room and, in the grip of a terrible nervous disquiet, 
began lea� ng through various papers and letters, muttering: ‘I’ve had 
enough, she’ll pay dearly for this . . .’ � en he sat down, took up his 
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pen, and set before him one of those letters, which he studied closely 
before beginning another, trying to copy the handwriting. He kept 
glancing feverishly from one to the other, and at last, after much labour, 
he wrote the following   letter –  in a hand identical to that of the original: 
I promised to see you, and I hasten . . .

� e newspaper was torn at this point and I could read no more.

V

With my eyes still � xed on the parcel, I began thinking about the con-
nection between what I had heard from Señor Cascajares de la Vallina 
and the scene I had just read about in that rag, a serial doubtless translated 
from some ridiculous novel by Ponson du Terrail or Montépin. I know 
it’s nonsense, I said to myself, but the fact is she intrigues me, this Count-
ess, this victim of the barbarous machinations of a ruthless butler, who 
only exists in the crazed mind of some novelist born to terrify simple folk. 
How will the wretch take his revenge? He would be capable of anything, 
of the kind of atrocity dreamed up by such authors to conclude a particu-
larly sensational chapter. And what will the Count do? And what about 
the young man mentioned � rst by Cascajares and later by Mudarra in the 
newspaper serial. What will he do? Who is he? What exactly is the rela-
tionship between that unknown gentleman and the Countess? I would 
love to know . . .

VI

I looked about me on the tram and, O horror, my eyes alighted on some-
one who made me tremble with fear. While I had been absorbed in 
reading that interesting fragment of serial, the tram had stopped several 
times to let o�  or take on the occasional passenger. One such passenger 
was the man whose sudden presence had so shaken me. It was him, 
Mudarra, the butler himself, sitting opposite me, his knees touching mine. 
In a moment, I had examined him from head to toe and recognized him 
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from the description I had read. It could be none other; even the most 
insigni� cant details of his clothes clearly indicated it was him. I recog-
nized his greasy, swarthy skin; the untamable hair growing in all 
directions, like the snakes on Medusa’s head; the eyes almost concealed 
by his wild, bushy eyebrows; the pigeon toes; in short, the same look, the 
same man in appearance, attire, in the way he breathed and coughed, even 
in the way he put his hand in his pocket to pay his fare.

� en I saw him take out a wallet and noticed that this object bore a 
large gilt M, the initial of his surname. He opened the wallet, removed 
a letter and studied the envelope with a demonic smile on his face. I could 
even imagine him muttering to himself:

‘I’ve got her handwriting right o�  pat!’
It was, in fact, quite a short letter and the address on the envelope was 

written in a female hand. He looked at it hard, relishing his villainous 
handiwork, until he noticed that I, with indiscreet, discourteous curiosity, 
was peering over to read the address. He shot me a glance that struck me 
like a blow and immediately returned the letter to his wallet.

During the brief period of time it had taken me to read that fragment 
of a story, to ponder a little those strange events, and to � nd the unlikely, 
fantastical � gure of Mudarra himself transformed into a living being and 
a fellow passenger on that journey, the tram had left behind it Calle de 
Alcalá, crossed Puerta del Sol and emerged triumphant into Calle Mayor, 
pushing its way past the other carriages, scattering the slower, loitering 
carts and frightening the pedestrians who, in the tumult of the street and 
dazed by the hubbub of noises, often failed to see the great hulk approach-
ing until it was almost upon them.

I was still studying the man as one would an object of whose real exist-
ence one is not quite sure, and I did not take my eyes o�  his repellent 
features until I saw him stand up, call for the tram to stop and get o� , 
only to disappear at once among the crowds � lling the street.

VII

Several people got on and o� , and the living décor of the tram changed 
completely.
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I was feeling increasingly curious about an event that, at � rst sight, 
could be seen as having been shaped exclusively by my own mind out of 
the disparate sensations occasioned by that initial conversation and by 
what I had read subsequently, but which I now imagined to be true and 
undoubtedly real.

When the man I believed to be the evil butler got o� , I sat thinking 
about the letter and explained it to myself in my own fashion, not wishing, 
in such a delicate matter, to prove any less fertile in imagination than the 
novelist and author of the fragment I had read moments before. Mudarra, 
I thought, eager to avenge himself on the   Countess –  that poor unlucky 
Countess! –  copies her handwriting and pens a letter to the young gentle-
man, with whom something may or may not have occurred. In the letter, 
she invites him to her house; the young man arrives at the appointed hour 
and, shortly afterwards, so does the husband, duly informed of the meet-
ing, so that he can catch his unfaithful wife in � agrante. Very clever! Now, 
while such a plan may have its pros and cons in real life, it works perfectly 
in a novel. � e lady faints; the lover panics; the husband commits a ter-
rible act; and behind the curtain lurks the fateful countenance of the 
butler, revelling in his devilish revenge.

I have read many novels, many of them very bad indeed, and it was I 
who gave that twist to a story that was silently evolving in my imagination 
on the � imsy basis of something a friend had told me, a few lines from a 
novel found on a scrap of newspaper and an encounter on the tram with 
a complete stranger.

VIII

On and on the tram went, and, whether because of the heat inside or because 
the slow, monotonous motion of the vehicle produces a kind of dizziness 
that can all too easily become sleep, the fact is, my eyelids began to droop, 
and, as I listed slightly to the left, I leaned my elbow on my parcel of books 
and closed my eyes. However, I continued to see before me the row of faces, 
male and female, some bearded, others hairless, some laughing, some sti�  
and solemn. � en, it seemed to me that, as if at the command of a shared 
muscle, all those faces began to wink and grimace, opening and closing 
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eyes and mouths and revealing a series of teeth that went from the purest 
of whites to the yellowest of yellows, some sharp and others blunt or worn. 
� e eight noses that protruded from beneath those sixteen eyes of diverse 
colours and expression kept growing then shrinking, and constantly chang-
ing shape; the mouths opened horizontally, emitting silent gu� aws, or else 
extended outwards to form long snouts, similar to the interesting face of a 
certain estimable animal whose name is anathema.

� rough the window beyond those eight faces, whose horri� c visages 
I have just described, I could see the street, the houses and the   passers-  by, 
all moving very fast, as if the tram were travelling at vertiginous speed. 
To me, at least, it seemed to be going faster than any Spanish or French 
or English or American train; it was travelling as fast as you can possibly 
imagine a solid object moving through space.

As my lethargic state grew more pronounced, it seemed to me that the 
houses and streets and Madrid itself were disappearing. For a moment, I 
thought the tram was travelling through the depths of the sea; outside, I 
could see the bodies of vast whales and the sticky tendrils of a multitude 
of corals of various sizes. Small � sh � icked their slippery tails against the 
glass, and some peered in with large, golden eyes. Unfamiliar crustaceans, 
large molluscs, madrepores, sponges and hordes of giant, misshapen 
bivalves, of a kind I had never seen, passed ceaselessly by. � e tram was 
being drawn by some sort of swimming monster, whose oars, pushing 
against the water, sounded like the beatings of a propeller that made the 
watery mass churn with its endless turning. � is vision gradually faded, 
and then it seemed to me that the tram was � ying through the air, straight 
as a bullet, unbu� eted by the winds. � ere was nothing to be seen outside, 
only empty space; the clouds occasionally wrapped about us; a sudden, 
violent shower of rain drummed on the upper � oor; then we emerged 
once more into pure,   sun-  � ooded space, only to plunge back into the 
vaporous bosom of immense   cloudscapes –  now red, now yellow, now the 
colour of opals, now of   amethysts –  which we left behind as we journeyed. 
At other times, we passed through a place � lled by glowing masses of the 
� nest gold dust; at still others, the dust, which I fancied came from the 
movement of the wheels grinding down the light, was � rst silver, then 
green like powdered emeralds, and � nally red like powdered rubies. � e 
tram was being drawn now by some apocalyptic winged creature, stronger 
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than a hippogryph and bolder than a dragon, and the sound of the wheels 
and the wings was reminiscent of the hum from the great sails of a wind-
mill, or from a bumblebee the size of an elephant. We � ew through 
endless space, never arriving anywhere, and many leagues beneath our 
feet lay the Earth, and on the Earth was Spain, Madrid, the barrio of 
Salamanca, Señor Cascajares, the Countess, the Count, Mudarra, and 
the unknown young man.

IX

I soon fell deeply asleep and then the tram stopped moving, stopped � ying 
and I lost the feeling that I was travelling in a tram, and all that remained 
was the deep, monotonous rumble that never ceases during the nightmares 
that a�  ict one, be it in a train or in a cabin on board ship. I fell asleep. 
O unlucky Countess! I saw her as clearly as the piece of paper on which 
I am writing now; I saw her sitting at a table, resting her cheek on her 
hand, looking as sad and meditative as a statue representing melancholy. 
At her feet, a little dog lay curled, apparently as sad as his interesting 
mistress.

� en I was able to study at my leisure the woman I considered to be 
misfortune personi� ed. She was tall and fair, with large, expressive eyes, 
a slender, almost large, but exquisitely shaped nose that stood out grace-
fully beneath the curve of her � ne,   blue-  black eyebrows. She was simply 
coi� ed, and, from that and the way she was dressed, it was clear that she 
did not intend going out that night, that terrible, terrible night! With 
growing anxiety I watched the lovely face I so longed to know, and it 
seemed to me that I could read her thoughts on her noble brow, where 
the habit of mental concentration had traced a few imperceptible lines 
that time would transform into deep wrinkles.

X

Suddenly the door opened and in walked a man. � e Countess gave a cry 
of surprise and sprang to her feet in a state of great agitation.
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‘What do you mean by this, Rafael?’ she said. ‘What impudence! Who 
let you in?’

‘Were you not expecting me, Señora?’ said the handsome young man. 
‘I received a letter from you . . .’

‘A letter from me!’ the Countess exclaimed, in a state of still greater 
agitation. ‘I wrote no such letter. Why would I?’

‘But look, Señora,’ said the young man, taking out the letter and show-
ing it to her. ‘It’s in your own hand.’

‘Dear God! What evil scheme is this?’ she cried in despair. ‘I did not 
write that letter. � is is a trap that has been laid for me . . .’

‘Calm down, Señora . . . And please forgive me.’
‘Ah, I understand now. � at vile man. I can guess what his idea was. 

You must leave at once. No, it’s too late. I can hear my husband’s voice.’
Indeed, a booming voice could be heard in the next room, and then 

the Count entered and, pretending to be surprised to � nd the young man 
there, he gave a rather a� ected laugh and said:

‘Why, Rafael, fancy meeting you here. It’s been such a long time. You 
came to keep Antonia company, I suppose. Well, do stay for tea.’

� e Countess and her husband exchanged a dark look. In his confusion, 
the young man could barely manage to return the Count’s greeting. I saw 
various servants come in and out; I saw them bring in the tea and then 
vanish, leaving the three main characters alone. Something terrible was 
about to happen.

� ey sat down. � e Countess was as pale as death; the Count a� ected 
a wild hilarity, as if he were drunk; and the young man said nothing, 
answering only in monosyllables. Tea was poured, and the Count handed 
Rafael a cup, not any cup, but a particular one. � e Countess stared at 
the cup with an expression of   all-  consuming horror on her face. � ey 
drank in silence, accompanying their tea with various tasty Huntley & 
Palmers biscuits and other titbits appropriate to the occasion. � en the 
Count gave another of those loud, crazy laughs peculiar to him that night 
and said:

‘Well, this is dull! I can’t get a word out of you, Rafael. Antonia, play 
something. It’s been so long since we heard you. How about that piece by 
Gortzchach entitled ‘Death’? You used to play it so well. Come now, take 
your place at the piano.’
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� e Countess tried to speak but could not utter a single word. � en 
her husband � xed her with his eyes, and she gave in, like a dove hypno-
tized by a boa constrictor. She got up and went over to the piano, and 
there the Count must have said something that terri� ed her still more, 
placing her in his infernal power. � e piano spoke, a multitude of strings 
struck simultaneously; as the Countess’s hands raced over the � ats and 
sharps, they awoke in a second the hundreds of notes sleeping silently in 
the soundboard. At � rst, the music was a confusion of sounds that deaf-
ened rather than pleased, but then the storm abated, and a fearful, funereal 
song, like the ‘Dies irae’, emerged from the disorder. I felt I could hear 
the sad singing of a choir of Carthusian monks, accompanied by the low 
moans of a bassoon. � en we heard mournful cries, as one imagines the 
cries of condemned souls in Purgatory to be, pleading incessantly for a 
forgiveness that will be long in coming.

� en it was back to those   drawn-  out, raucous arpeggios, notes jostling 
with each other, as if quarrelling over who should arrive � rst. � e chords 
rose and fell just as the foam of the waves builds and is lost. � e tune 
ebbed and � owed in an endless swell, dwindling almost to nothing, then 
returning with more force, forming great, churning eddies.

I was swept away by that powerful, majestic music. � e Countess had 
her back to me and so I could not see her face, but I imagined that, in her 
present state of bewilderment and fear, the piano must somehow be play-
ing itself.

� e young man was behind her, and the Count to her right, leaning 
on the piano. Occasionally, she glanced up at him, but she presumably 
found the expression in his eyes so terrifying that she immediately lowered 
her gaze and continued playing. Suddenly, the piano stopped, and the 
Countess screamed.

At that moment, I felt a hard blow on my shoulder that shook me 
 violently awake.

XI

In the agitation of my dream, I had slid sideways and fallen on top of the 
venerable Englishwoman sitting next to me.
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‘You fell asleep on me!’ she said, pulling a sour face and repelling the 
parcel of books that had fallen into her lap.

‘Yes, Señora, you’re quite right, I did fall asleep!’ I answered, embar-
rassed to see how all the other passengers were laughing at me.

‘I’m going to tell the conductor that you’re bothering me. Shocking 
behaviour in a gentleman,’ she added in her fractured Spanish. ‘You seem 
to think that my body is a bed for you to sleep on. You are a stupid ass, sir!’

When she said these words, this daughter of Albion, who was already 
quite red in the face, turned bright scarlet. It looked as if the blood � lling 
her cheeks and nose was about to burst forth from her glowing pores. She 
showed me four sharp, very white teeth, as if she were about to bite me. 
I begged her forgiveness for my discourteous behaviour while asleep, 
retrieved my parcel and reviewed the new faces in the tram. Imagine my 
surprise, dear, patient, kindly reader, when I saw before me the young 
man from my dream, Don Rafael in person. I rubbed my eyes to convince 
myself I was not still sleeping, but I was de� nitely awake, as awake as I 
am now.

It was him, it really was, and he was talking to the man sitting next to 
him. I pricked up my ears and listened as if my life depended on it.

‘But didn’t you suspect anything?’ the other man was saying.
‘Yes, but I said nothing. She seemed   half-  dead with fear. Her husband 

ordered her to play the piano and she didn’t dare refuse. As usual, she 
played admirably, and, as I listened, I almost forgot about the dangerous 
situation we were in. Despite all her e� orts to appear calm, there came a 
point when she could pretend no longer. Her arms grew limp, her � ngers 
slipped from the keys, she threw back her head and cried out. � en her 
husband unsheathed a dagger and shouted furiously: “Play or I’ll kill you!” 
When I saw this, my blood boiled. I went to throw myself on the wretch, 
but I had a feeling in my body I can’t even describe. It was as if, suddenly, 
a bon� re had been lit in my stomach; � re was running through my veins; 
my temples were pounding, and I fell to the � oor, unconscious.’

‘Had you noticed no e� ects from the poison before?’ asked the other man.
‘I’d felt slightly unwell and had some vague suspicion that something 

was wrong, but that was all. � e poison had been carefully prepared, 
because it took e� ect slowly and, while it didn’t kill me, it left me with a 
condition that will stay with me for the rest of my life.’
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‘And after you lost consciousness, what happened then?’
Rafael was about to answer, and I was listening as if his words held a  

 life-  or-  death secret, when the tram stopped.
‘Here we are at the Palacio de los Consejos already. We’d better get 

o� ,’ said Rafael.
Oh no! � ey were leaving before I could � nd out how the story ended.
‘Sir, sir, a word!’ I said when I saw them getting up.
� e young man paused and looked at me.
‘What about the Countess? What happened to the Countess?’ I asked 

eagerly.
� e only response I received was the laughter of the other passengers. 

� e two young men, who were also laughing, left without a word. � e 
only human creature who retained her   sphinx-  like serenity during this 
comical scene was the Englishwoman, who, indignant at my eccentric 
behaviour, turned to the other passengers and said:

‘� e man’s a lunatic!’

XII

� e tram set o�  again, and I was burning with curiosity to know what 
had become of the poor Countess. Did her husband kill her? I knew what 
the wretch’s intentions were. Like all cruel souls, he was eager to have his 
revenge and wanted his wife to stand by helplessly and watch the death 
agony of that unwary youth, drawn there by the vile trap set by Mudarra.

But how could the lady continue desperately to maintain her calm, 
when she knew Rafael had drunk the poison? A truly tragic,   blood- 
 curdling scene, I thought, more and more convinced of the reality of the 
event. And people say these things only happen in novels!

As we passed the Palace, the tram stopped again, and a woman carry-
ing a little dog got on. I immediately recognized the dog I had seen curled 
up at the Countess’s feet; it was the same animal, with the same � ne white 
hair and the same black spot on one of its ears. Fate decreed that this 
woman should then sit down next to me. Unable to contain my curiosity, 
I asked her:

‘Is that pretty little dog yours?’
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‘Of course. Do you like him?’
I made to stroke one of the intelligent creature’s ears, but the dog, 

misinterpreting this display of a� ection, barked and jumped onto the 
Englishwoman’s lap, who again showed me her sharp teeth, as if she were 
about to bite me, exclaiming:

‘You are incorrigible  !’
‘And where did you get the dog?’ I asked, ignoring the Englishwoman’s 

latest choleric outburst. ‘If you don’t mind my asking, that is.’
‘It belonged to my mistress.’
‘And what happened to your mistress?’ I asked urgently.
‘Oh, did you know her?’ replied the woman. ‘She was so very kind, 

wasn’t she?’
‘Oh, yes, a � ne woman. But what exactly happened?’
‘So you know about it? You’ve heard the news?’
‘Indeed. I know precisely what happened up until that business with 

the tea . . . So the lady died, did she?’
‘Yes, God rest her.’
‘But how? Was she murdered or was it as a consequence of the shock?’
‘What do you mean “murdered”? What “shock”?’ she said, a mocking 

look on her face. ‘You haven’t heard the news, have you? She ate some-
thing that night which disagreed with her. She had a funny turn and had 
to take to her bed, where she remained until morning.’

Huh! I thought. She either knows nothing about the incident with the 
piano and the poison or else is pretending that she doesn’t.

� en I said:
‘So it was something she ate, was it?’
‘Yes. I said to her that night: “Don’t eat the seafood, Señora,” but she 

took no notice.’
‘Seafood?’ I said incredulously. ‘Don’t give me that.’
‘Don’t you believe me?’
‘Yes, yes, of course,’ I said, pretending that I did. ‘And what about the 

Count?’
‘What Count?’
‘Her husband, the Countess’s husband, the one who took out his dagger 

while she was playing the piano.’
� e woman looked at me for a moment, then laughed in my face.
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‘You may laugh, but don’t think I don’t know what really happened. 
You obviously don’t want to give me the true version of events. Well, we’ll 
see about that. � is is a criminal case!’

‘But you mentioned a Count and a Countess.’
‘Wasn’t the Countess the owner of the dog and her butler a man called 

Mudarra?’
� e woman again roared with laughter, so loudly this time that I said 

to myself: ‘She must be Mudarra’s accomplice and is clearly trying to 
conceal the truth.’

‘You’re mad,’ she said.
‘Oh, yes, the man’s a complete lunatic. He nearly su� ocated me!’ cried 

the Englishwoman.
‘I know everything. Don’t try to hide the truth from me. Tell me how 

the Countess really died.’
‘What Countess are you talking about, man?’ asked the woman, burst-

ing out laughing again.
‘Look, don’t think you can fool me with your gu� awing,’ I replied. ‘� e 

Countess was either poisoned or murdered; I’m absolutely sure of it.’

XIII

� e tram reached the barrio of Pozas, and I the end of my journey. We 
all got o� . � e Englishwoman shot me a glance indicating her delight at 
being free of me at last, and everyone went their separate ways. I followed 
the woman with the dog, bombarding her with questions, until she 
reached her house and went in, still laughing at my insistence on poking 
my nose into other people’s lives. Finding myself alone in the street, I 
remembered the original object of my journey and made my way to the 
house where I was to deliver the books. I returned them to the person 
who had lent them to me and then strolled up and down near the church 
of Buen Suceso, waiting for the tram to return and take me back to the 
other side of Madrid.

I couldn’t stop thinking about the unfortunate Countess and was 
becoming more and more convinced that the woman I had spoken to on 
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the tram had wanted to deceive me by hiding the truth about the whole 
mysterious tragedy.

XIV

It was getting dark when the tram was ready to depart. I climbed on 
board, and who do you think I saw? � e Englishwoman, sitting in the 
very same seat. When she spotted me and when I again sat down beside 
her, the expression on her face was indescribable. She once more turned 
bright scarlet and exclaimed:

‘Not you again! I’ll have to complain to the conductor.’
So immersed was I in my tangled thoughts that, ignoring what the 

Englishwoman was saying to me in her laborious, hybrid Spanish, I 
said:

‘� ere is no doubt in my mind that the Countess was either poisoned 
or murdered. You have no idea how ruthless that man is.’

� e tram moved o� , stopping every now and then to pick up passen-
gers. Near the Palacio Real, three people got on and sat down opposite 
me. One of them was a tall, thin, bony man with very hard eyes and a 
resonant voice that commanded respect.

� ey had not been seated ten minutes when the man turned to his 
companions and said:

‘� e poor thing! How she cried out in her last moments. � e bullet 
entered above her right clavicle and then penetrated her heart.’

‘What?’ I exclaimed, addressing myself to them. ‘You mean she was 
shot? Wasn’t she stabbed to death?’

� e three men stared at me in surprise.
‘No, she was shot,’ declared the tall, thin, bony man in a rather surly 

tone of voice.
‘And yet that woman claimed she’d died of food poisoning,’ I said, 

feeling more intrigued by the minute. ‘Tell me, what happened?’
‘What has it got to do with you?’ asked the man sourly.
‘I’m very keen to know how this terrible tragedy ended. It’s like some-

thing out of a novel, isn’t it?’
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‘What do you mean, a novel? You’re either mad or you’re making fun 
of us.’

‘� is is no joking matter, sir,’ said the tall, thin man.
‘Do you think I don’t know? I know everything. I was a witness to 

various scenes from this horrible crime. But you say the Countess died 
from a bullet wound.’

‘For heaven’s sake, we weren’t talking about a Countess, but about my 
dog who got shot accidentally while we were out hunting. If you want to 
joke, then we can meet elsewhere and I’ll give you the answer you deserve.’

‘I see. Now you want to cover up the truth,’ I said, believing that they 
wanted to put me o�  the track by making the poor Countess into a dog.

� e man was just preparing his riposte, doubtless a more violent one 
than the situation called for, when the Englishwoman tapped her forehead 
as if to tell them that I wasn’t quite right in the head. � ey calmed down 
then and didn’t say another word for the rest of the journey, which ended 
for them in Puerta del Sol. � ey were probably afraid of me.

XV

I was still totally consumed by this business and quite incapable of quiet-
ening my mind, however hard I tried to reason my way through the whole 
complex matter. Instead, I grew even more confused and was quite unable 
to get the image of the poor woman out of my head. I seemed to see in 
every one of the   ever-  changing faces on the tram some fact that might 
contribute to explaining the enigma. My brain was horribly overexcited, 
and that inner turmoil must have shown on my face, because everyone 
was staring at me as one might stare at some extraordinary sight.

XVI

Another thing occurred to trouble my poor head on that   ill-  fated journey. 
As we were travelling along Calle de Alcalá, a man and a woman got 
on, and the man sat down next to me. He seemed deeply a� ected by 
some recent shocking event, and I even thought I saw him raise his 
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handkerchief to his eyes now and then to dry the invisible tears he was 
doubtless shedding behind the green lenses of his huge spectacles.

After a while, the man said softly to the woman who appeared to be 
his wife:

‘� ere are suspicions that she may have been poisoned, you know. Don 
Mateo just told me. � e poor woman!’

‘How dreadful! I’d wondered about that myself,’ replied his consort. 
‘But what can you expect from such villains?’

‘I swear I’ll leave no stone unturned to � nd out.’
� en I, all ears, said in an equally low voice:
‘It’s true, sir, there was a poisoning. I know that for a fact.’
‘What? You know? You knew her too?’ said the man in the green spec-

tacles eagerly, turning to me.
‘Yes, she su� ered a violent death, of that I am quite sure, however much 

certain people would like us to believe it was food poisoning.’
‘My feelings exactly. She was such an excellent woman too. But how 

do you know?’
‘I just know,’ I said, pleased that he didn’t take me for a madman.
‘� en you must testify in court. � ey’re drawing up the indictment 

now.’
‘I’d be glad to and to see those scoundrels punished. Oh, I’ll testify all 

right.’
My obsession had reached such extremes that I had allowed that event,  

 half-  dreamed,   half-  read-  about, to take me over entirely, and I believed it 
as surely as I believe this is a pen with which I’m writing.

‘Indeed, sir, we must clear up this enigma so that the perpetrators of 
the crime can be punished. I will testify that she was poisoned with a cup 
of tea, just like the young man.’

‘Did you hear that, Petronila?’ said the man in the spectacles to his 
wife. ‘A cup of tea!’

‘I’m astonished,’ answered the lady. ‘� e lengths these men will go to.’
‘Yes, a cup of tea. � e Countess was playing the piano . . .’
‘What Countess?’ asked the man, interrupting me.
‘� e Countess, the one who was poisoned.’
‘We’re not talking about a Countess, man!’
‘So you’re another one determined to cover the whole thing up.’
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‘No, no. � ere was no Countess or Duchess involved, but the laundress 
who lives in the same building as us, the pointsman’s wife.’

‘A laundress, eh?’ I said mischievously. ‘So you want me to believe that 
she was a laundress, do you?’

� e man and his wife looked at me mockingly, then mumbled some-
thing to each other. From a gesture the woman made, I realized that they 
were convinced I was drunk. I stoically said nothing more, opting to treat 
that disrespectful supposition with the silent scorn proper to large souls. 
My anxiety was growing. � e Countess did not leave my thoughts for a 
second, and I had become as deeply concerned about her sinister end as 
if the whole a� air were not the result of the unhealthy lucubrations of my 
own imagination, under the in� uence of successive chance encounters and 
conversations. In order that you can see to what extremes my madness 
brought me, I will describe the � nal incident on that journey and the 
extravagant way in which I brought to a close that painful struggle with 
my reason, embroiled as it was in that battle of shadows.

XVII

� e tram was just entering Calle de Serrano, when I looked out through 
the window ahead of me at the dimly lit street. I saw a man walking past 
and I cried out in surprise and shouted wildly:

‘� ere he is, there is cruel Mudarra himself, the perpetrator of all those 
crimes!’

I told the tram to stop and scrambled to the door, stumbling over the 
feet and legs of the other passengers. Once in the street, I ran after the 
man, yelling:

‘Stop that man! He’s a murderer!’
You can imagine the e� ect of these cries in that peaceful area of 

Madrid.
  Passers-  by detained the   man –  the very man I had seen earlier in the  

 tram –  while I bawled:
‘He’s the one who prepared the poison for the Countess, the one who 

killed the Countess!’
� ere was a moment of indescribable confusion. He said I was mad, 
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and, of course, we were both immediately marched o�  to the police station. 
I have no recollection of what happened after that. I cannot remember 
what I did that night in the place where they locked me up. My most vivid 
recollection after these strange events is of waking from the deep lethargy 
into which I fell, a drunkenness of the mind produced by what exactly I 
really don’t know, by one of those passing episodes of mental derangement 
of such interest to scientists as the precursors of hopeless insanity.

As you can imagine, nothing came of the matter, for the unpleasant 
fellow I had named Mudarra was, in fact, an honest grocer who had never 
poisoned a single Countess in his life. And yet, for a long time afterwards, 
I persisted in my delusion and would cry out:

‘Poor unfortunate Countess! Whatever the others may say, I still stick 
to my guns. No one will persuade me that you did not end your days at 
the hands of your enraged husband.’

XVIII

It has taken some months for these ghosts to return to the mysterious 
place whence they arose to drive me to the brink of insanity, and for reality 
to   re-  establish itself in my mind again. I laugh now when I think of that 
tram ride, and the concern I once felt for that imagined victim and which 
I now   devote –  would you believe it? –  to my companion on that distress-
ing journey, the irascible Englishwoman, whose foot I dislocated when I 
was rushing to get o�  the tram in pursuit of the supposed butler.

Madrid, November 
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� e Talisman

� is story, although true, should not be read by the light of day. I’m telling 
you this now, dear reader, so don’t say I didn’t warn you: you will need 
some light, but avoid electricity or gas or even oil, and use instead one of 
those charming, elegant candelabra made to hold three candles, and which 
barely shed any light at all, leaving most of the room in darkness. Or, 
better still, go out into the garden and sit by the pond, where the mag-
nolias give o�  their intoxicating perfume and the silvery moon shimmers 
and glows, and there listen to this tale of the mandrake and Baron de 
Helynagy.

I met this foreign gentleman in the simplest, least novelistic way possible: 
I was introduced to him at one of the many parties held by the Austrian 
ambassador. � e Baron was � rst secretary at the embassy, but neither the 
post he occupied, nor his appearance, nor his   conversation –  which was 
much like that of most people one meets at such   parties –  justi� ed the 
mysterious, insinuating tone of the person who introduced us, the tone 
one might use to announce some signi� cant event.

My curiosity was aroused, and so I decided to observe the Baron more 
closely. He seemed a very re� ned fellow, in the rather starchy manner of 
the diplomat, and handsome too, with the somewhat impersonal good 

Emilia Pardo Bazán (1851–  1921) was born in A Coruña in Galicia, and many of her novels are set 
in that region. She married at sixteen and moved with her husband to Madrid, where she lived 
until her death. She was a proli� c writer and is often credited with introducing Naturalism into 
Spanish literature. Her most famous work is Los Pazos de Ulloa (� e House of Ulloa  ). She and Galdós 
became lovers for a time, and remained friends throughout their lives. She took a keen interest in 
politics and played an important role in the development of the feminist movement in Spain.
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looks of all society men, groomed to perfection by his manservant, his 
tailor and his   barber –  and thanks above all to starch, for everything about 
him was starched. As for the Baron’s moral and intellectual qualities, it 
was hard to make an assessment in such mundane circumstances. After 
half an hour of talk, I again thought to myself: I really can’t see why they 
make such a fuss about the man.

As soon as my conversation with the Baron was over, I questioned 
various people about him, and what I learned only increased my initial 
curiosity. � ey told me that the Baron was in possession of a talisman. 
Yes, a real talisman, something which, like Balzac’s peau de chagrin, 
allowed his every wish to be granted and guaranteed him success in all 
his enterprises. I was told of strokes of luck that could only be explained 
by the magical in� uence of that talisman. � e Baron was Hungarian, and 
although he claimed to be descended from the glorious Magyar prince, 
Taksony, he was, in fact, the last remaining member of the Helynagy 
family and had been living in poverty, never leaving his ancient ancestral 
abode in the mountains. Suddenly, a series of strange coincidences placed 
in his hands a sizeable fortune: not only did various rich relatives die rather 
opportunely, with him as their sole heir, but when undertaking restoration 
work on the ancient Helynagy castle, he also happened upon a hoard of 
money and jewellery. As be� tted a man of his rank, the Baron then pre-
sented himself at the court of Vienna, and his extraordinary luck thereafter 
could only be explained by some mysterious protective power. If he gam-
bled, you could be sure that he would win all bets. He was involved in 
three duels, and in all three he wounded his opponent; his last opponent’s 
wound proved fatal, which seemed like a warning from fate to anyone 
tempted to take on the Baron in future. When the Baron fancied a career 
in politics, the doors of parliament opened wide, and his post at the 
embassy in Madrid was only a � rst step on the ladder to a higher position. 
It was already rumoured that next winter he would be appointed Minister 
plenipotentiary.

If this was not all just some tall tale, it would certainly be worth � nding 
out precisely what kind of talisman could achieve such enviable results, 
and that is precisely what I decided to do, because I have always believed 
that one should, on principle, believe in the fantastic and the miraculous, 
and anyone who doesn’  t –  at least between the hours of eleven at night 
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and � ve in the   morning –  is clearly sixpence short of a shilling, which is 
to say, a downright fool.

In order to achieve my goal, I chose a very di� erent tack to the one 
most people might take: I went out of my way to engage the Baron in 
conversation, but never said a word about the talisman. For a while, 
though, my strategy produced no results whatsoever; the Baron never once 
con� ded in me, and, far from the smug glee of someone certain of his 
luck, what I sensed in him was sadness and disquiet, a kind of dark pes-
simism. On the other hand, his repeated allusions to earlier days, to more 
modest, obscure times, and to his sudden rise to the top thanks to a dizzy-
ingly fortunate stroke of luck, con� rmed the version doing the rounds. 
� e announcement that the Baron had been summoned to Vienna and 
that his departure was imminent made me lose all hope of learning more.

I was thinking precisely this on an afternoon when the Baron arrived 
unexpectedly at my house. He had presumably come to say goodbye and 
was carrying an object that he placed on the nearest table before sitting 
down and looking nervously around, as if to make sure we were quite 
alone. I felt a rush of excitement because I immediately guessed, with 
quick, feminine intuition, that he was about to tell me about the 
talisman.

‘I have come here to ask you an enormous favour,’ he said. ‘As you know, 
I have been called home, and I suspect that the visit will be rather brief 
and rushed. I possess an object . . . a kind of relic . . . and I fear the vicis-
situdes of the journey. In fact, I’m afraid someone might steal it, because 
it is a widely coveted thing to which ordinary people attribute amazing 
powers. News of my journey has already spread, and it’s highly likely that 
some plot is afoot to take the object from me. I am entrusting it to you, 
and, if you could keep it safe until my return, I will be forever in your 
debt.’

So that precious talisman, that rare amulet, was there on the table, just 
a few steps away, and it was going to be left in my hands!

‘Rest assured,’ I said earnestly, ‘if I do keep it, it will be perfectly safe, 
but, before I agree to do so, I would like you to tell me exactly what the 
object is. I’ve never asked you any indiscreet questions, but I know what 
other people say, and I understand that, according to rumour, you possess 
an amazing talisman, which has brought you all kinds of good fortune. I 
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